Hardening security networks to prevent data theft, manipulation, exploitation and ransomware; ensures continuity of operations and positive customer relations.

**Our Products:**

Phishkill® – Reduces susceptibility to the #1 hacking technique, phishing, by over 80%; combines behavioral science and computer science to defeat hackers, ransomware and data breaches; active penetration testing and user password cracking to find/fix vulnerabilities

Tigerphish™ – Defends sensitive data against attack through server and workstation protection, network design and encryption; identifies what data needs to be retained and its sensitivity; secures sensitive data against attacks

Cleanphish™ – Detects and eliminates intrusions quickly and completely, developing forensics for identification and prosecution

**Impact:**

Protects identities, intellectual property and data; guards resources; prevents direct financial loss or damaged customer relationships due to embarrassment and disruption by malicious actors

**Our Team:**

Multi-disciplinary, experienced, international group of former NSA white-hat hackers, computer, behavioral and data scientists, and network specialists without Organizational Conflicts of Interest

**Current and Recent Clients:**

VA, US Cyber Command, Army Cyber Center of Excellence, USMC

Contact info@techmis.com for additional information or visit cyber.techmis.com